Happy Holidays!
Well, it’s definitely been a hectic year for TheLivingDinosaur channel. We started the year with eighteen-hundred subs and after of series of very kind shout-outs, look were we are today. I’d sincerely like to thank everyone who’s helped to promote the channel over the year by mirroring or by writing about it in the social media. In particular I’d like to thank Desertphile, JaguarJ0nes, The Atheist Experience channel, brettppalmer, PZMeyers and dprjones who were responsible for the bulk of this year’s growth.
So to everyone who found the channel this year, welcome and thank you for clicking the yellow button, and to those who’ve been with me during the lean times thanks again for your loyalty and support – without you this channel would have died out a long time ago.
I’d also like to thank the cadre of creationists who take the time to comment on my videos and thus provide us with such wonderful examples of their Christian kindness and compassion as well as endless smiles and chuckles with their wonderfully comedic demonstrations of the Dunning-Kruger effect.
Finally, thanks again to all my subs, new and old. I appreciate everyone who considers it worth their time to watch my videos and I hope that you all have a wonderful holiday season and prosperous and healthy New Year. Rest assured that 2012 will bring yet more heaping helpings of pecs, posteriors, poo-jokes and pwnage and more than one or two sore creationist bottoms.
In closing, I’d like to shout-out a channel that I recently subscribed to. CollinMaessen specializes in debunking distortions of climate change science and also occasionally dips his toes into the creatard spanking pool, all with a cool, laid-back Dutch accent. Well worth a look, in my opinion as the following video I hope will demonstrate.

